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Not sure, how to go about writing literature review for your dissertation that will reflect exactly what
you are intending to do with your dissertation?

You are still confused whether itâ€™s supposed to be set out like an essay where a compare-and-
contrast of sources will be done?

Writing dissertation is a tedious work and one of the most frequent questions is to clarify what is
required in the literature reviews.

Following are 5 points that will help you write an outstanding literature review without contacting any
literature review services

A literature review is a section in which you represent points both in support and against the
argument, you are presenting in your dissertation.

1.	Read, but Only Relevant Stuff!

There is no other way for writing a literature review section than to read.

You need to read articles, journals, books or any other primary data available.

However, things will be much easier if you keep track of all the relevant articles you read. One of the
best ways is to take notes or use reference software.

Every topic has numerous sub topics so it is on you to keep track of the pertinent data.

This is crucial since at the end of your reading you will need to sort data significant to your work.

2.	Decide Subheadings

Once you are done reading, now the next step is to decide your sub headings.

This is also a crucial step as it clearly gives you the picture of where you are heading with your
dissertation review.

The Subheadings should make sense and should be relevant.

It just helps you to draw an outline, which needs to be filled later with extensive research.

3.	Give Details Under Each Subheading.

Now start writing under each of your subheading.

Open all the references that you have saved previously and write stuff only relevant to the
subheading you have already chosen.

Write everything cited by a single author, then merge it with the work of other authors in a coherent,
and thought provoking way.
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Moreover, you need to cite all the authors and do proper referencing about all the authors that are
contributing to your ideas.

4.	Shed Light On Selection of Your Research Methodology

A literature review service may not be able to write this part of your chapter well as you need
describe the ideas that had led you to the selection of a particular research methodology.

You do not need to give complete explanation, just mention the method and construct that you
intend to use in your dissertation.

5.	Literature Review Section Editing

The last step is to check the grammar and content.

Check for correlation among the topics the entire section should make sense all the headings and
subheading used should relate to each other as well as to the topic and gives a clear picture to the
reader as what you intend to say.

By reading these points, you will be able to develop a literature review without consulting literature
review services or spending days in research but will get your work instantly approved.
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